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Problem J. Sum Plus Product
Input file: standard input
Output file: standard output
Time limit: 10 seconds
Memory limit: 512 megabytes

triplea has a box with n(n ≥ 1) balls inside, where on each of the balls there is an integer written. When
there are at least two balls inside the box, triplea will do the following operation repeatedly:

• Take two balls from the box, uniformly and independently at random.

• Suppose the numbers written on the two balls are a and b, respectively, then triplea will put a
new ball in the box on which a number S + P is written, where S = a + b is the sum of a and b,
and P = ab is the product of a and b.

The operation will end when there is only one ball in the box. triplea wonders, what is the expected
value of the number written on the last ball? He gets the answer immediately, and leaves this as an
exercise for the reader, namely, you.

Input
The first line of input consists of an integer T (1 ≤ T ≤ 20), denoting the number of test cases.

For each test case, the first line of input consists of an integer n(1 ≤ n ≤ 500), denoting the initial number
of balls inside the box.

The next line contains n integers a1, a2, . . . , an(0 ≤ ai < 998244353), denoting the number written on
each ball in the box, initially.

Output
For each test case, output an integer in one line, denoting the expected value of the number written on
the last ball. Under the input constraints of this problem, it can be shown that the answer can be written
as P

Q , where P and Q are coprime integers and Q 6≡ 0 (mod 998244353). You need to output P · Q−1

(mod 998244353) as an answer, where Q−1 is the modular inverse of Q with respect to 998244353.

Example
standard input standard output
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2
2 2
10
1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512

8
579063023

Note
For the first test case of the sample test, note that triplea can only take two balls with numbers 2 and 2
from the box, and then add into the box a ball with number (2 + 2)+ (2× 2) = 8. This gives the answer.
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